
An SME’s guide to  
finance with foresight

Finance professionals at SMEs may not 
enjoy the same resources as those in large 
organisations. For example, 45% of SMEs 
struggle with poor quality or unreliable data, 
compared with just 34% of large companies. 
In addition, large companies are able to invest 
more in sophisticated tools: 42% will invest 

in data analytics and mining tools this year 
compared with just 35% of SMEs.

That said, SMEs do face the same pressures 
to provide evidence-based insights on 
risks and opportunities, and they clearly 
understand the value of data.

Leading SMEs:

Get more from existing tools 

Getting the most from data does not have to mean investing heavily in the latest sophisticated software.  
Excel has huge analytical potential for those with the knowledge to exploit it.

Bring in specialists to advance your skillset

SMEs have less scope to bring in permanent finance data and analysis specialists. However, there are  
opportunities to bring in finance leaders with specialist experience on an interim basis. The key here is to  
ensure good knowledge transfer so the business benefits more broadly

Embrace the cloud 

For SMEs, investing in cloud-based technologies can be an excellent way of gaining access to new tools,  
without the need to commit vast sums of money. More than half (52%) of the SMEs in our survey said  
their finance department is increasing investment in cloud computing this year.

Leverage structural benefits 

Being smaller and having a less complex organisational structure has its benefits for finance leaders  
influencing strategy. It can often be easier to work closely with the key company decision-makers and 
to be closer to the people on the ground making discoveries in data trends.

£
Understand the potential of ‘free data’ 

There are untapped sources of public data that can be of great value to SMEs with the right knowledge.  
‘There’s so much free data out there, but people don’t know how to do anything with it. The information is  
out there and as long as you’ve got a system big enough to hold that information and you know how to  
manipulate it, it doesn’t actually cost any money,’ says Peter Moss, CFO at CPL Training. 
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